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Abstract
Analytic and numeric studies of different models for steady-state current drive are
reviewed and shown to have important limitations in explaining and guiding present
day experiments. Initial attempts at explaining recent experiments on JT-60 and
JET indicate a need for kinetic formulations that can give the detailed evolution of
the electron distribution function in both momentum and configuration space.
R~sum6
On passe en revue les etudes analytiques et numeriques des divers modeles de la
generation par ondes HF du courant continu dans les Tokamaks. On souligne les lim-
ites de ces theories vis a vis de l'explication et de la programmation des experiences
actuelles. Les premiers essais d'interpretation des experiences recentes sur JT-60
et sur le JET montrent qu'il faudrait adopter des formulations cinitiques d6crivant
l'volution detaillee de la fonction de distribution des vitesses 6lectroniques en tenant
compte des effets de transport.
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INTRODUCTION
Analytic and numeric studies of rf current drive for the steady-state confinement of
tokamak plasmas have been considerably refined in the decade of the 1980's. This is
particularly evident for lower-hybrid current drive (LHCD) where experiments have been
successful in replacing ohmic currents in the 1-2 MA regime for pulse lengths of seconds
(and at lower currents, for hours). (In this short review on the status of theory we will not
concern ourselves with other, important applications of rf current drive, such as current
profile control for MHD stability or current drive in the presence of induced dc electric
fields for transformer recharging.] Much of the analytic work has gone into establishing
the proper description and limits of current drive in different frequency regimes. Extensive
numerical work has evolved in conjunction with the need for understanding experimental
results whose details were clearly not described by simplified models that were analytically
tractable. Among these experimental results were: (a) the "spectral gap problem," i.e., the
fact that the externally applied, and at the plasma edge coupled in, rf spectra in efficient
LHCD had parallel phase velocities that could not explain the current generated in the bulk
of the plasma [1,2,3]; (b) that associated with rf current drive there was a large increase
in perpendicular energy in the plasma [4]; (c) that rf current driven plasmas exhibited a
deterioration in the energy confinement time of the plasma [5]; (d) that as the plasma was
heated, by either neutral beams or rf, the current drive efficiency (figure of merit) increased
with the line-averaged electron temperature of the plasma [6]; and (e) most recently, the
use of fast Alfvin wave (FAW) power applied to a LHCD plasma increased the current
drive figure of merit in a synergistic manner [7].
In the following we review the highlights of the analytical and numerical models that
were developed in the 1980's and point out their limitations for understanding present day
experiments and future directions in achieving rf current drive with a high figure of merit
for steady-state operation of tokamak fusion reactors. We focus on the combined use of high
phase velocity waves at frequencies much below the electron cyclotron frequencies (lower-
hybrid waves (LHW's), FAW's, and ion-Bernstein waves (IBW's)-IBW's from mode-
converted FAW's) where large amounts of cw power are readily available in single source
units.
We conclude this section by giving the simplest global description of rf current drive
with fast phase velocity waves. This brings out the basic limitations of rf current drive
efficiency and the need for combining rf current drive with bootstrap current for steady-
state operation of tokamaks. Section 2 outlines the detailed description of current drive
by kinetic theory. This entails the description of the electron distribution function subject
to quasilinear diffusion in the rf fields, collisions, and effects due to transport of energy
and momentum. Section 3 describes various analytic and numeric solutions of the kinetic
description and highlights some of their limitations. Sections 4 and 5 illustrate attempts
at understanding two experimental observations (the JT-60 effect and the JET synergism
effects) that pinpoint the need for new and more in-depth kinetic analyses of current drive.
Section 6 outlines our conclusion and suggestions for future work.
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1.1 Global Picture of Current Drive
In order to bring out the important processes that need to be understood in rf current
drive it is useful to start with the simplest descriptions of the overall system. Figure 1 shows
(in flow-chart form) a listing of wave and particle dynamics that need to be considered;
for definiteness let us look at the use of high phase velocity waves. The boxes show the
plasma characterized by the presence of waves and particles. The latter are divided, for
convenience, into a low-density electron "tail" at high momenta that carries the current,
and "bulk" electrons and ions that contain the majority of the plasma particles at low
momenta. The waves in the plasma are of course self-consistently linked (the connection
of the top and bottom boxes) to the dynamics of the bulk plasma. The crucial processes
involved are, starting from the top of Figure 1:
a. The external excitation of the wave fields at the plasma edge.
b. The subsequent propagation of the plasma waves into the interior of the plasma where
the current is to be generated.
c. The resonant wave-particle interaction, at high momenta, that deposits the energy
and momentum of the wave on these particles.
d. Transport associated with these current-carrying particles that are continuously and
resonantly acted upon by the fields.
e. The collisional transfer and exchange of energy and momentum between the current
carrying tail electrons and bulk particles.
f. Transport (and associated loss) of energy and momentum from the bulk of the plasma.
Overall, these processes require a description in the six-dimensional phase space of
the particles' dynamics, i.e., configuration and momentum space.
If we ignore the details of the excitation-propagation aspects of the waves, and the
transport processes for the tail and bulk particles, we can arrive at the simplest, global
description of current drive as follows. Assume that waves with phase velocities along
the plasma confining magnetic field vo = (w/kII) have been excited and propagated to
the plasma core. In general, such waves can be characterized to have an energy density
w and momentum density along the magnetic field g, = (w/vo). Further, assume that
these waves interact resonantly with tail electrons, i.e., vo > VT, = (T,/m.)1/ 2 where
T, is the bulk electron temperature. Such (Landau-type) interactions lead to a damping
of the wave fields at a rate -,, and associated deposition of parallel (to Bo) momentum
density 27g,, = (pd /v), where pd = 27-w is the wave power density dissipated onto the
tail electrons. If these tail electrons have a density nt and parallel velocity vI - vo, their
parallel momentum density is gp = nt-ymg, where y = (1 - v 2 /c 2 )-1/2, and the current
density associated with these tail electrons is J = -ent vj = -(e/m.)gp/-y. Finally, assume
that the tail electrons colliding with the bulk particles lose their parallel momentum at
a rate .; then, in steady-state, this rate of momentum density loss would have to be
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supplied by the wave momentum deposition on these electrons, i.e., g9V, = (pd/vo). Hence
we find immediately
J _ (-e/m) _ -e 1.1
Pd 7V|VV, P11 V,
which gives a global description of current (density) drive for a given power (density)
dissipated by high phase velocity waves. It is convenient to normalize the current den-
sity J/(-enc) = j, and the power density dissipated pd/(nm.c2V) = p, where v =
47r(e 2/47reo) 2 1n A(n./m.c3 ) ; 3(ln A)n 2 0 ; n. is the bulk density (n 20 is its value in units
of 10 20/m 3 ). Thus (1.1) becomes
- = (Va/V.) (1.2)
p (pii/m~c)
which is only a function of the resonant particle momenta (p1l, pi). Furthermore, assuming
the total current I can be expressed as the current density times an effective (poloidal)
cross sectional area 7ra 2 , and the total power dissipated Pd as the dissipated power density
times the (toroidal) volume 7ra 2 x 27rR, we have
1 31.2 (j/p) Amps
- ~ (1.3)Pd ln A n20Rn Watt
where Rm is the major radius R in meters. It has become customary to define the current
drive figure-of-merit as
77 _= n20R. (- A/W (1.4)
Td AIW InA p
The global result (1.2) did not entail the detailed description of the electron tail
creation in the wave-particle interaction, nor did it include the details of the tail-bulk
collisions. Furthermore both of these are coupled in the two-dimensional momentum space
dynamics of this problem. One quick and rough estimate can be obtained by using for v.
the slowing-down time of relativistic electrons [8,9], which is approximately v, - vc(7 +
Zi + 1)y/q 3 , where q = (p/me.c) and y = (1 + q2 ) 1/ 2. Assuming pi >> p , so that p - p1l,
Zi = 1, and taking the limit -y > 1, we find for (1.2)
1 (1.5)
1 This has been frequently referred to as a current drive efficiency, but it is not an
"efficiency" in the strictest sense of the word.
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and hence an upper bound value of unity for (j/p), and thus a maximum current drive
figure of merit is 77 ; 2. A more detailed, Lagrangian-type analysis [10] gives the same
result to order (1/7), and accounting for a finite but nonrelativistic bulk temperature
[(T.)kev/511] < 1, only somewhat higher upper-bound values are predicted [11,12].
With these estimates on the upper-bound current drive figure-of-merit we find that
an ITER-type plasma with Rm ; 6, n2 0 = 2 would require a minimum of 100 MW of
power to drive 17 MA of current. Considering that we have not accounted for any of the
problems associated with processes a, b, d, and f, and only roughly treated processes c and
e, it is easy to understand why current experiments give 7's about an order of magnitude
smaller; such i's would make full rf current drive in ITER prohibitive from a practical
point of view. Currently it is envisioned [13] that steady-state current drive will consist of
a self-generated part (bootstrap current [14,15]) together with an externally driven (by rf
and/or energetic beams) component. Very high bootstrap currents (50-75% of the plasma
current) have been recently observed [16]. With large bootstrap currents, the acceptable
rf current drive figure of merit can be considerably lower than the ideal maximum.
2. KINETIC FORMULATION OF CURRENT DRIVE
One of the main limitations of the global description of current drive is that it does
not easily lead to a separate evaluation of the driven current and the power dissipated
but only to their ratio and hence the figure of merit. Clearly, a high figure of merit
is only of interest provided the associated current generation is sufficiently large for the
required confinement of the plasma. As is clear from (1.2) for a high figure of merit it is
desirable that the current carrying electrons be those in a particular range of momentum
space. However, electrons in a particular range of momentum space, resonantly interacting
with rf fields, are also importantly affected, through collisions and transport, by electrons
outside that range. Hence a kinetic description of the electron distribution function under
the action of the rf fields, collisions, and transport gives the proper formulation
Of /'Of\ /Of\ Of\f+ + (2.1)
00, + COLL. TRANSP.
In general the electron distribution function evolves in momentum and configuration space.
The appropriate moments of its steady-state (Of/t) = 0) solution (if one exists), with
appropriate boundary conditions, give both the current density J and power dissipation
density pd. Most of the work of the past ten years has consisted in rf current drive studies
with various local models for the first two operators in momentum space. In particular
the rf operator is taken to be given by quasilinear theory and the collisional operator is
taken in the usual Fokker-Planck classical (and/or neoclassical) formulations. We shall
briefly review these and then mention some recent attempts at including transport. We
thus focus on the momentum space description
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(2.2)
at (L~ QL +( )P
where the electron distribution function evolves in a quasilinear fashion due to given wave
fields and under the action of collisions described by the Fokker-Planck operator.
2.1 Relativistic quasilinear diffusion
The procedure for deriving the quasilinear diffusion coefficient is exactly as the one
used by Kennel and Engelmann [17] and Lerche [18]. The starting point is the relativistic
Vlasov equation:
Of ''
+ Vf + q E+ -- xm(B +]) ]Vf = 0 (2.3)
where f = f(f, p, t) is the distribution function in momentum space for particles of rest
mass m and charge q, BO is the ambient magnetic field, E(f, t) and B(f, t) are the external
rf wave fields, and 72 = 1+ (p2 /m 2 c2). For rf fields the time dependence is assumed to be
of the form exp(-iwt). The distribution function, f, is assumed to be a sum of the space-
averaged and gyroangle-averaged distribution function, f,, and a spatially fluctuating part,f1, which is a modification to f due to the rf fields, i.e. f = f, + f, with:
fo(p±, p1 ,t) = Vd d'r f(f, t) (2.4)
where V is the spatial volume of integration, and p11 and p' are the magnitudes of the
momentum parallel and perpendicular to B,, respectively. The space-averaging can also
be flux surface averaging. Then, upon expressing E, B, and f, as Fourier integrals over the
wave vectors, k, substituting f = f. + f, into (2.3) and averaging the resulting equation
over space and gyroangle, and solving for f, as in linear theory, the resulting equation for
the evolution of f0 is given by:
efo a
= - D A . (2.5)
where D is the space-averaged diffusion tensor. The resonant form of D is given by [17,18]:
D= 1 0 q2 f (2 6(W - kI1VI1 - nfl) 9a 'k, (2.6)
n=-o
where A = flo/7, fl0 is the cyclotron frequency corresponding to the rest mass of the
particle, v11 = pg /m-y, v± = p±/my, and
(aE = n +L +JE ( 1kfv ) (2.7)
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where 611 and 6j- are unit vectors parallel and perpendicular to B., respectively,
= 1Ckn - (ei ++1 J'-1)
S= N/(EA.±iEk,)
EA., Ek,, and Ek. are the components of the amplitude of the Fourier-transformed electric
field. The argument of the Bessel functions is kjv±/fl.
Limiting ourselves to waves whose frequencies are well below the electron cyclotron
frequency (LHW, FAW, or IBW), only the n = 0 term in (2.6) contributes and the diffusion
tensor reduces to a scalar quantity along pii. Thus the resonant diffusion equation becomes:
Of, ~ a D a A(2.8)Ot P1i 0Pii
with
D = 1 Jk 
- Do (2.9)
Do 1 [Y-J2 IEk,1 2 + J2 I Ek1 2 + 2 J.JIm (E, Ek.) (2.10)lVii I V2 ~ 0' hzl
Do can be expressed in one of two convenient forms:
Do = Do, IEhzI 2  (2.11a)
Do = D02 IEAV 2  (2.11b)
where
Do=-+ i (2.12a)
Do, = I[jL Ji1 + JOm 1  + JoRe E, 1] (2.12b)
Do, and D0 2 are completely determined by the local dispersion relation for the appro-
priate rf wave. The amplitude of the fields IEkz 2 or IEkl 2 in (2.11a, 2.11b) are obtained
from the external rf excitation structure and power flow into the plasma. For instance, for
lower hybrid waves (2.11a) would be convenient while for the fast Alfven waves (2.11b)
would be useful. The term proportional to Jo corresponds to electron Landau damping
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(ELD) while the term proportional to J, corresponds to damping by transit time magnetic
pumping (TTMP) [19].
2.2 The rf fields in the plasma
The rf fields that enter into the evaluation of the quasilinear diffusion, described in the
previous section, are local (on a particular flux surface), must have amplitudes and spectral
characteristics that induce quasilinear diffusion when interacting with the electrons, and
must be evaluated self-consistently with the evolution of the electron distribution function
on that flux surface. We shall not deal with these aspects in detail here. Suffice to say
that the fields, as excited by single frequency sources and coupling structures external to
the plasma, can only be specified at the plasma boundary. From there, the self-consistent
evaluation of the fields inside of an inhomogenous, toroidally confined plasma is a complex
numerical task.
Two approaches to solving for the linear fields in the plasma have been developed.
The first, and most common for short wavelength fields (e.g., LHW [20] and IBW fields
[21]) inside the plasma, is to use ray-tracing techniques starting from a spectrum at the
plasma edge determined by solving the edge coupling problem [22,23], as in the case of
LHW's, or from the solution of a mode conversion problem [24], as in the case of IBW's
mode-converted from FAW's near ion-cyclotron resonance layers inside the plasma. The
second approach is to numerically solve the toroidal plasma boundary value problem, with
a specified excitation structure on the boundary, and thus determine the fields globally
[25]; clearly, this is more feasible for long wavelength fields (e.g., FAW fields) inside the
plasma. The excitation and propagation of the fields into the plasma can also involve a
variety of nonlinear processes (parametric excitations, self-modulation, and scattering due
to plasma turbulence) whose importance must be carefully evaluated in each specific case.
We shall not attempt to review these here [26].
Once the spectral (parallel wavenumber) characteristics and amplitudes of the fields
inside the plasma are known, techniques of induced stochasticity [27] can be used to as-
certain that the resonant electron-wave interaction is describable by a quasilinear diffusion
[28].
In the following we summarize the main features of the quasilinear diffusion coefficients
of Section 2.1 for LHW's, FAW's, and IBW's from FAW mode-conversion.
* Lower hybrid waves
These are essentially electrostatic waves whose frequency WLH is such that: 1, >
wLH > ili. Since Ek,/E, - 0 for lower hybrid waves the appropriate form for the
diffusion coefficient is given by (2.11a) with:
Di I I J1 (2.13)
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So, for lower hybrid waves, the diffusion coefficient is primarily due to electron Landau
damping.
9 Fast Alfvdn waves
These are electromagnetic waves with frequency w,, ~ fl and kv±/f, < 1. In the
cold plasma limit, the ratio of the field components is given by [29]:
-iz Kxn-n 1
EK 1 Kx 2) (2.14)EksKII (K, 
- n,
where ck1 /wp, = n1j, chlc/w,w = n±, K±, KX, and KI1 are (real) cold plasma dispersion
tensor elements (and are S, D, P in the Stix [19] notation, respectively). From (2.14)
we see that Re(Ek,/Eky) = 0. In deriving (2.14) it is assumed that 1KI > nI . Since
for FAW IKI1 I > IKL , 1KxI, it is clear that IEk,/EkyI < 1. Furthermore, for FAW the
driven energy flow is conveniently expressed in terms IEk, 2 so that the diffusion coefficient
is given by (2.11b). By expanding the Bessel functions to their leading order contributions
and using the resonance condition from (2.9), it can be shown that:
D02 ( 22 (2.15)
Vi \0} \V l c W, }
The contribution to the FAW diffusion coefficient is from ELD and TTMP with the two
terms having a cancelling effect on each other. Thus, it is clear that thermal corrections
need to be included in the evaluation of the electric field polarizations. By including the
thermal corrections Moreau et al. [30] have determined the condition when the TTMP
contribution to the diffusion coefficient is greater than that due to ELD. An approximate
evaluation of the thermal corrections has also been obtained by Chiu et al. [31].
If we assume that for the FAW Ek,/E, ~ 0, then comparing (2.15) with (2.13) gives:
D FW 2. I kjv
~ n2 I (2.16)DLH C2 ~~
When the ratio on the left side of (2.16) is evaluated exactly from the full hot plasma
dielectric tensor, it is found to be at or below the value given on the right side of (2.16) over
a large range of typical tokamak parameters [32]. This is primarily due to the cancelling
effect of the ELD term in the FAW diffusion tensor. Thus, (2.16) indicates that the FAW
diffusion coefficient is small compared to the LH diffusion coefficient for comparable input
powers.
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* Ion Bernstein waves
The ion-Bernstein waves (IBW) of interest are waves excited by mode conversion of
the FAW for small kii near the hybrid resonance in a two-ion species plasma or at the cy-
clotron harmonics in a single species plasma. The mode-conversion process is effective for
values of kii ~ 0 [24]. The k1 along the IBW increases significantly as it propagates away
from the mode-conversion region attaining values much bigger than the k for the FAW.
Furthermore, it has been shown that the Ik1l I also enhances significantly along the IBW
as it propagates in a toroidal plasma so that it damps onto electrons by ELD [21]. Thus,
lEI,/Ek, I increases along the IBW. From these arguments it is clear that the diffusion
coefficient along the IBW will be larger than that for the FAW for the same plasma pa-
rameters. The problem with the IBW's is that they impart their energy (and momentum)
to electrons with negative parallel phase velocities in the upper-half poloidal plane and to
electrons with positive parallel phase velocities in the lower-half poloidal plane [21]. Thus,
for an initial Maxwellian distribution function, there would be no net electron current.
However, if the initial distribution function is asymmetric in parallel velocity then the
IBW could further enhance the asymmetry and, hence, the current drive efficiency.
2.3 Fokker-Planck descriptions of collisions
In the Fokker-Planck description of collisions we have
COf, y ,) = -V -(2.17)
COLL ,
where the collisional flux q, is expressed in terms of a friction force F, and diffusion tensor
Dr:
Sc = Fcf- D -Vf (2.18)
The gradient operators in (2.17) and (2.18) are to be understood as operating in velocity
(V = 0/8v') or momentum (V = 8/8'p) space, in respectively nonrelativistic or relativistic
formulations. In the nonrelativistic limit 1c and Dc can be expressed in the Landau
integral form [33] or in terms of Rosenbluth potentials [34]; for details see [35]. Relativistic
generalizations of the Landau form have been obtained by various means [36], and for
various approximations [37,9]; see most recently [38].
In current drive studies it is convenient to separate out the distribution function of
electrons that interact resonantly with the applied fields and describe their collisions with
all the other particles in the plasma. For such electrons (f), in general of relativistic
energies, colliding off a weakly (or non-) relativistic background (f,), the Landau form
gives [37-39]
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"= r W f.(j')d3p' (2.19)
F,= -W fy)~(2.20)
where
- ws 2 _W W
W'- W3 ; w = V- V (2.21)
rt = 47r(e 2 /47reo)(q2/47reo)n, nA, ii = 9/ym, and y2 = 1 + (p2 /m 2c2). Here we will
review approximate forms which have been useful in both numeric and analytic studies of
current drive, and discuss some of their limitations for future studies.
In general one assumes symmetry in the angular coordinate 4- around the magnetic
field direction. One of the most useful approximations for describing the current driven
distribution function of electrons is the high-momentum limit, p > pT, = vmT,. For col-
lisions off the bulk-ions, the ions are assumed stationary (mi = oo), and if the bulk plasma
electrons are characterized by nonrelativistic temperatures, the diffusion and friction el-
ements in momentum space, in spherical coordinates (p,0,0), are given approximately
by
_ (Vo) (2.22)
Doe Zi 1 (i( + 1 V (2.23)
Pr 2v 2v v2
- T ()(2.24)
.eV
2
where (v2) = V2  with Te = (Te/m.) and W2 , 1 _ [(T)k~v/204] + [(T)kev/244]2
Using (2.22)-(2.24) in (2.18) results in a collision operator in which electron-ion collisions
allow for momentum loss from electrons but no energy exchange, while the electron-electron
collision operator conserves neither energy nor momentum. Thus the fixed temperature,
undrifted Maxwellian background entails an unspecified loss of both energy and momen-
tum from the bulk. Although (2.22)-(2.24) are simple enough for the roughest analytical
estimates of current drive with waves of high phase velocity, more generally, a collision
operator for scattering off a fired Maxwellian and valid for all p is also readily derived and
particularly useful in numerical work; in spherical coordinates (with 1A = pj /p = cos 0) in
momentum it is of the form:
11
1 a 2C(f, f) =--p A(p)
B (p) f
p 2  (1 -0 ] (2.25)
where A, B, and F are rather complicated functions [11] (for their nonrelativistic form see
also [40]); in the high-momentum limit, p > pT., they reduce to A - Dp, B -+ Dee, and
F -. F, given by (2.22)-(2.24).
In order to obtain a description of the evolution of the bulk electrons one must in-
troduce electron-electron collision operators that conserve energy and momentum, and a
description of bulk transport. The latter is known to be anomalous and although its de-
scription from first principles is not available, empirical models need to be adopted from
ongoing studies of bulk transport in toroidal plasmas. Energy and momentum conserv-
ing electron-electron collision operators are somewhat easier to come by. For one thing,
the fully nonlinear collision operator has these properties but it is of course intractable
analytically and difficult computationally. (In numerical work it has been used [41].)
For cases when the distribution function is only slightly perturbed from a Maxwellian
the electron-electron collision operator can be approximated by the linearized electron-
electron operator
C(f, f) e C(f, f) + C(fM, f) ClTh (f) (2.26)
where f = fm+ f, and in evaluating the two collision operators (e.g., with the Landau
integral) terms of order f 2 are neglected. Using a Legendre polynomial expansion for
f, explicit terms for Clin can be readily obtained [42,38]; these are useful for numerical
work [11] (see also the nonrelativistic forms in [42] and [43] where the neoclassical effects
due to magnetically trapped electrons is also accounted for). The linearized electron-
electron collision operator (2.26) satisfies energy and momentum conservation. Momentum
conservation will give rise to a drag on the bulk electrons and retaining the model of
infinitely massive ions provides a sink of momentum, albeit not a realistic one; bulk electron
momentum loss (including effects of magnetically trapped electrons [43], and anomalous
effects if any) should be included. Energy conservation implies that the bulk electron
temperature must evolve. In a type of Chapman-Enskog ordering one can establish an
energy loss term (on a slower, transport time scale)
(f = 2 3)n T, ) (2.27)
NfM SnOW=
12
which is ordered with the (rf and) collisional evolution of f as given by Cu,, and an
associated equation for the evolution of the electron temperature due to the rf
n.T =J - d3p (2.28)
where the right-hand-side is the power absorbed per unit volume. However, to obtain the
bulk electron temperature in steady state one would have to include bulk losses (usually
due to anomalous transport) and that is a much more complex task, yet to be done.
2.4 Transport Effects
As is clear from Fig. 1, transport effects can be divided into two distinct parts; those
associated with the loss of energy and momentum from the resonant particles and those
giving rise to loss of energy and momentum from the bulk plasma. Because of the ever
present turbulence in confined plasmas both the resonant particles and the bulk plasma
are subject to so-called anomalous transport. Under certain circumstances, the anisotropic
electron distribution function produced in LHCD can itself induce plasma instabilities that
will scatter the high momentum current carrying electron tail [44]. Various models for
such transport are still under development. More definitive models have been developed
for describing transport induced on the resonant electrons by the rf fields.
The most important feature of transport is that it also couples momentum and con-
figuration space dynamics. For the resonant electrons, a neoclassical treatment of wave
induced transport in LHCD has been formulated for two cases: assuming the electron
distribution is close to a Maxwellian [45], and for the more realistic case when the electron
tail exhibits a strong departure from a Maxwellian [46]. The latter has also been general-
ized for including both LHW and FAW together with neoclassical effects that allow one to
account for magnetic trapping of energetic resonant particles [47], but the detailed appli-
cation of this formulation remains to be carried out. Trapped particle effects on current
drive, decoupled from transport, have been considered earlier [42,43,48,49]. Several ad-hoc
models of transport have also been used to evaluate the importance of resonant particle
confinement on current drive [50-53].
3. QUASILINEAR-FOKKER-PLANCK ANALYSIS OF CURRENT DRIVE
Most of the work on two dimensional (momentum space) analysis of current drive
is based upon numerical work which we shall not review here in detail. More insight
can be gained from simplified descriptions that are analytically tractable and that can be
compared with numerical results from the full two-dimensional, relativistic formulations.
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3.1 The one-dimensional Fisch analysis for LHCD [54]
Starting with the high momentum limit of the collision operator, (2.22)-(2.24), ig-
noring relativistic effects, and assuming that the distribution function in the direction
perpendicular to the magnetic field is a Maxwellian at the plasma temperature, and re-
mains so in the presence of rf fields, the kinetic description for LHCD can be integrated over
perpendicular velocities and one obtains a so-called one-dimensional kinetic description for
the parallel distribution function F(vii) given by
OF Zi+2 (Zi+2 a
1+ +D - (3.1)
where all velocities are normalized to VT., time to v - = (m2V3,/IR) with q,2 e2 , and
the quasilinear diffusion to (VoV2,); the distribution function was thus taken to be given
by f = F(vll)[exp(-v2/2)]/27r. The steady-state, (OF/t) = 0, solution of (3.1) allows one
to calculate both the current generated and the power dissipated. For a box-type diffusion
in v, 5 V < V2, and of sufficient magnitude so that Dv'/(Zi + 2) > v 1 (v 2 - v1 ) > 1 one
obtains a high plateau in F(vii) for v1 5 V < V2, matched to the Maxwellian bulk at v1 , so
that [54]
3T t Fm(v1) ( -V ) (3.2)
and
PT (Zi + 2)Fm(vi)ln -2 (3.3)V1
where j, J/(-enevTe), and p, pd/(nmeV2evo); thus
~ (V2 - v2) (3.4)
(jp T(Zi + 2)21n(V2/v 1 )
(v2 + v2)/2 
_ (EII)/KT(
(Zi + 2) (Zi + 2)
where the last result (3.5) is valid for (v2 -vi) < v1 , and (Ell) is the average parallel kinetic
energy of the electrons in the plateau. Note that in nonrelativistic analyses the normal-
izations for current density and power dissipated are different from what we used in (1.2);
in particular note that j = j,(v. ./c), p = p,(v,. /c) 3 , so that (j/p) = (j/p),(V,./c) 2 .
Comparison of these analytic results with numerical results based upon two-dimensional
Fokker-Planck formulations showed important differences [55]. The major discrepancy was
in the fact that in the plateau region the perpendicular temperature was not equal to the
plasma temperature, as assumed, but rather could be one to two orders of magnitude
larger [40]. In conjunction with this, the one-dimensional plateau height was found to be
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importantly enhanced thus giving higher current densities and higher figures of merit [40]
than predicted from (3.4). Furthermore, accounting for relativistic effects the two-d nu-
merical results showed a further increase in current density and with only a slight increase
in the figure of merit [56].
3.2 LHCD analysis accounting for an enhanced plateau temperature
Based upon the numerical results from a nonrelativistic, two-d (velocity space) for-
mulation of the high-velocity, (2.25), Fokker Planck equation with quasilinear diffusion, a
new analytic model was developed [40]. Assuming that the distribution function is a bulk
Maxwellian with a tail, f(vI, v±) = Fm+fT(vj, v±), such that fT = [FT(vjj)/2rT±(vj;)]exp
[-vI/2TL(vj)], the zero and second velocity moments of the two-d kinetic formulation were
used to, respectively, find FT(vII) and obtain a closure with given T(v 1 ). The T1 in the
plateau region was obtained from a physical model based upon the fact that the parallel
quasilinear diffusion was a fast process while collisions (mainly pitch-angle) provided a
slow process for establishing TL in the plateau. This gave
TL C,-,) I V2-a (Va+1 _ Va+1 -V2 (V2 -V1)(:2 {2(1 } (3.6)
T, ~ + 1 2(a - 1) (V2 - V1) - V1- (V2 - (.6
with
2(1+ Z)
a = 2+ Z (3.7)
and Zi the effective ion charge of the plasma. One could then solve for FT(vIj) and its
derivative on the plateau to obtain
; v v2 /2 (3.8)1 -exp(-avl/2
and
2 (v2 
- v()
~ (3.9)p,(3Z + 5) ln(a3) -(Zi +1) In(al)
where
V, + mTa v +rnT, (3.10)
A comparison of this two-d analysis with the one-d Fisch analysis of the previous sub-
section, and with the numerical results of the full two-d formulation, is shown in Table I.
From these results it is clear that the one-d analysis is inadequate. The approximate two-d
analysis using the plateau perpendicular temperature as determined by (3.6) together with
(3.8) and (3.9), compares very favorably with the numerical results.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the parallel distribution function obtained from a two-
dimensional numerical solution (and hence including the enhanced T1 on the plateau) with
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the parallel distribution function from the one-d theory that assumes TL on the plateau
is the same as the bulk electron temperature. Clearly, with the enhanced TL, the plateau
height is larger and hence the current density and figure of merit are also larger.
3.3 Two-dimensional analyses of current drive
Very few analytic results on current drive exist that are based upon two-dimensional
momentum/velocity space descriptions of the electron distribution function under the ac-
tions of quasilinear diffusion (by rf fields) and collisions (described by Fokker-Planck op-
erators). A high-velocity, nonrelativistic analysis [57] has only yielded limited results; in
particular, it provided a model for showing that the LHCD figure of merit was larger (by
a factor of 3 for Zi = 1) than the one given by one-dimensional theory. Asymptotic evalu-
ations of the two-dimensional LHCD formulation using the adjoint technique [58,11], have
also shown such enhancements in 17 and established its dependence on Z; [12] consistent
with results from a global Langevin analysis [59].
Beyond these analytic results the modeling of current drive has relied on the de-
velopment of numerical codes for solving the two-dimensional kinetic equation (2.2). An
example of one of the first relativistic code solutions for LHCD is shown in Figure 3 [60,56].
An extensive review of such codes up to 1985 can be found in [38]. Much progress has
been made since, particularly in including the effects of magnetically trapped electrons
as well as transport [61,52]. In all numerical codes two main approaches have been used:
direct implementation of the numerical solution of the kinetic equation (2.2) with different
approximate models for the collision operators and quasilinear diffusion; and use of the
adjoint technique with specific numerical solution of the adjoint problem [11,38]. The first
approach which we have already detailed (Section 2), has the great advantage that it gives
the details of the distribution function in the entire momentum space; it thus gives inde-
pendent evaluations of the current generated and power dissipated, as well as such details
as the perpendicular temperature. The second approach, using the adjoint technique, has
important limitations that are outlined next.
* Adjoint technique
The adjoint technique for evaluating the current along the magnetic field was first
developed for beam-driven plasma currents [62]. It was subsequently applied to determine
the effect of trapped electrons on the beam-induced current [63] and, more relevantly to our
present context, to determine the parallel current driven by rf waves and the corresponding
figure of merit in tokamaks [58]. The adjoint technique makes use of the self-adjoint
property of the linearized electron-electron collision operator, C1 n, of (2.26). This property
can be expressed as follows, for any two distribution functions f and g, [64]:
J dav gfjg'Cuin(f) = J dv f fjT1CIin(g) (3.11)
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This then allows the parallel current to be expressed in terms of the rf flux, $RF, and the
toroidal generalization of the Spitzer-Hirm distribution function [65,58], i.e. the Spitzer-
Harm equation is the adjoint to the quasilinear Fokker-Planck equation. The result for the
parallel current is [58]:
Jl = - dfdlJ - exp (3.12)
where q is the safety factor, I is the path length along the magnetic field (the integral
over I denoting flux surface averaging), g(r, v-) is the generalized Spitzer-Hirm distribution
function [58], and e is the particle energy. In deriving (3.12) it is further assumed that the
collisional energy exchange between electrons and ions is negligible.
While (3.12) expresses the rf induced current in terms of the Spitzer-Hrm distribution
function, which is significantly easier to evaluate numerically than the distribution function
f of (2.2), the rf flux function still remains to be evaluated. If f under the action of rf
remains essentially a Maxwellian then:
-. +SRFp D - fm (3.13)
With this approximation (3.12) can be solved for the current generated by rf waves. How-
ever, as is well-known from the two-dimensional numerical solutions of (2.2), the rf in-
duced modifications to the distribution function give rise to significant deviations from the
Maxwellian. This is particularly true for the perpendicular temperature in the rf induced
plateau region. Thus, the approximation (3.13) is not valid. So in order to determine
Jl one still has to solve the kinetic equation (2.2) to determine SRF. The usefulness of
the adjoint technique is then very dubious. It has been argued that if SRp is determined
approximately (3.12) will be relatively insensitive to the approximations made. However,
this conjecture remains to be proven.
The other short-coming of the adjoint technique is that it does not lead to a determi-
nation of the electron distribution function. In synergistic current drive, where rf waves of
two different frequencies are used to enhance the current drive figure of merit, the tailoring
of the distribution function is important. The adjoint technique does not give any insight
into the details of the distribution function in phase space.
4. THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF 1 IN LHCD
Lower-hybrid current drive experiments on JT-60 [6] have indicated a substantial (al-
most linear) increase in the figure of merit t with the line averaged bulk electron tempera-
ture of the plasma. Based upon self-consistent ray tracing calculations [46] we can assume
that the upshift in the kll spectrum leads to vi ; (3.5 - 4) and v2 is fixed by accessibility;
the simplest analytic descriptions, (3.4) and/or (3.9), then give a much weaker increase in
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17. In order to understand the JT-60 observation, one must look at the radial dependence
of current drive and, in particular, at how the spectral gap is filled as a function of plasma
radius along which the temperature varies. When the temperature of the plasma is low,
current drive toward the edge of the plasma requires very large upshifts in the externally
coupled kI-spectrum. Such upshifted spectra, when they occur, will contain relatively
small spectral energy densities at the lowest phase velocities, since the waveguide coupled
spectrum had to upshift over a larger band in k0 's. If the spectral energy density at the
low phase velocities is not sufficient to give a normalized (to vov' ) quasilinear diffusion
coefficient greater than unity the electron distribution function at those low phase veloci-
ties will not flatten out, the power dissipated will be appreciable, and hence 7 will be low.
On the other hand, at higher temperatures the spectral gap requires smaller upshifts of
the coupled spectrum and the upshifted spectral energy densities, even at the lowest phase
velocities, will be sufficient to plateau the electron distribution function, thus keeping the
power dissipated low and hence 7 high.
It is also common for the coupled rf n;-spectrum to have a main-lobe of large ampli-
tude spectral energy flow density in a narrow range of parallel phase velocities near the
accessibility limit and a much smaller amplitude, side-lobe spectral energy flow density at
smaller phase velocities. At low temperatures, when the main lobe requires considerable
upshift, the latter is quite effective (even necessary) in filling the spectral gap and gener-
ating appreciable current. However, since the side-lobe is of small amplitude it may not
flatten the electron distribution function over its range of phase velocities and thus ineffi-
ciently generate the current. Hence, at low temperatures the rf driven, current carrying,
electron distribution function will exhibit a high, parallel momentum tail with two slopes,
an essentially flat one at high momenta due to the main-lobe rf spectrum at high phase
velocities and a steeper one at lower momenta due to the small amplitude side-lobe at
low phase velocities. At higher temperatures, the spectral gap, from near accessibility to
about (3.5-4) VTe(P), where p is the local flux surface coordinate, is narrower and can be
filled with upshifts in the main-lobe spectrum which has sufficient amplitudes to flatten
the electron distribution function over the entire range of phase velocities, thus giving rise
to a current drive with a much higher figure of merit. A numerical calculation of LHCD for
JT-60 as a function of radius illustrates this very clearly; this is shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b)
taken from [46]. Figure 4 shows the self-consistently calculated, steady-state, normalized
diffusion coefficient (top) and the tail distribution function(bottom) for two positions on
the radial profile of the JT-60 plasma; (a) is at a radial position near the plasma center
where the plasma electron temperature is high (To = 3keV), and (b) is at a radial position
further out from the center, toward the edge, where the local electron temperature is lower
by a factor of 2.3. Recently the JT-60 team has also constructed an ad-hoc global two-
temperature model of the tail distribution function to account for their observations of the
variation of the LHCD figure of merit with the line averaged plasma electron temperature
[66]. The results of Figs. 4(a), (b) corroborate this, but more detailed work is needed.
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5. SYNERGISM OF LOWER HYBRID AND FAST ALFVtN WAVE CUR-
RENT DRIVE
Recent experiments on JET [7] have shown that application of a monopole, symmetric
parallel spectrum (i.e., centered around kl = 0) of FAW power to a plasma in which the
current is driven by LHW's, results in an enhanced current drive figure of merit 17. The
FAW power (in the ion-cyclotron range of frequencies) is known to raise the plasma electron
temperature. However, the observed increase in 17 was more than could be accounted for
by using the JT-60 scaling of the increase of 17 with plasma temperature (see Section 4).
Thus, although the FAW power spectrum acting by itself (on a symmetric Maxwellian
plasma) would produce no current, the FAW acting on the LH current-driven electron
distribution function enhanced 17. The experiments also showed that although the direct
power deposition by the FAW on the LHCD electron distribution is small, a substantial
increase in the perpendicular photon temperature of the LHCD electron tail is measured.
These experimental results, and the analysis in Section 3.2, suggest that the synergistic
effects of combining LHCD and FAW power to increase q may be due to the fact that the
FAW enhances the perpendicular temperature of the LHCD electron tail. We have carried
out a model calculation (not yet directly related to the specifics of the JET experiment)
to explore this.
A two-dimensional, relativistic Fokker-Planck code [67] has been used to determine the
effect of FAW on an electron distribution function which has an asymmetric tail in p1l due
to LH waves [68]. The FAW diffusion coefficient is taken to be of the form given by Giruzzi
and Fidone [69] with the FAW spectrum assumed to be a symmetric Gaussian centered at
ng = 0 with a half width of An1 = 2.3. For the LH waves we assume DoH/D_ = 50, where
D, is the collisional diffusion coefficient with the LH spectrum extending from V11 /VT, = V1
to v2 where v, = 4 and v2 = c/(VT,n) (n. is the lowest accessible n11). For n. = 1.6 and
T, = 2 keV, v2 = 10 while for T. = 6 keV, V2 = 5.77. When considering the effect of
the FAW, the FAW diffusion coefficient is assumed to be such that DPW/Dc = 0.1 when
1v11 /VTe > 4.0 and zero, otherwise. [This allows us to consider just the interaction of
the FAW with the LH spectrum. The low phase velocity FAW are strongly affected by
the existence of magnetically trapped electrons; they can also directly heat bulk electrons
which would happen if we allow the FAW diffusion coefficient to extend into the bulk of the
electron distribution function. However, our code does not account for trapped electrons
nor does it evolve the bulk temperature, and the conditions for its validity breakdown if
the diffusion coefficient were allowed to extend into the bulk of the distribution function.]
Prom the numerical code we evaluate the current drive efficiency, 77, discussed earlier
and the effective perpendicular temperature in the LH induced tail of the distribution
function:
TL dp 2.
T, = T where T1 = dp (5.1)
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The other parameters used in the numerical program are: Zi = 1.6, electron density =
2.4 x 1019 m-3 , B, = 3.3 Tesla, LH frequency = 3.7 GHz, and FAW frequency = 48 MHz
(parameters similar to those in the JET experiment).
If the Fokker-Planck equation is solved with just the LH diffusion coefficient, we obtain
the following results:
for T = 2 keV : T, - 34, 17 ; 0.434 (5.2)
for T = 6 keV : T ; 10, 1 : 0.544 (5.3)
When the FAW diffusion coefficient is included along with the LH diffusion coefficient,
we obtain:
for T. = 2 keV : T, 55, t7 0.608 (5.4)
for T. = 6 keV : T, 16, t7 0.683 (5.5)
Comparing (5.2) with (5.4), and (5.3) with (5.5), we clearly see that the effect of
the FAW is to enhance the T± in the LH induced tail of the distribution function. This
also gives an enhancement in the current drive efficiency. These increases in T± and '
can be understood in terms of a simple analytical model developed primarily for the LH
current drive [40] which was described in Section 3.2. It must, however, be remarked
that this explanation of the observed LH+FAW synergism in current drive is to be taken
as only preliminary. For one thing, in the JET experiments the FAW not only interacts
with the LHCD generated electron tail but it also raises the electron temperature of the
plasma. Thus the JT-60 effect of the increase in 7 with line-averaged electron temperature,
described in Section 4, is also effective. The JET experiments indicate that the increase
in 17 is more than can be accounted for by the JT-60 effect, and thus the direct action
of the FAW on the LHCD electron tail is needed to explain the observed increase in 77.
Our preliminary, model calculations relate to the latter but are not specific enough to
model the JET experiment. More extensive, and JET-experiment-specific, calculations
are needed to consider both effects together as they occur in the experiment; the JT-60
effect evaluation needs a proffle analysis of current drive in JET at different plasma electron
temperatures, and the effect of the FAW on LHCD electron tail must also evaluate the
possible contribution from mode-converted IBW's (see Section 2.2) which we have so far
neglected.
6. CONCLUSIONS
RF current drive theory and computations have developed rapidly in the past decade,
and they have been very useful in stimulating much of the experimental work in rf current
drive which has been quite extensive and successful. As experiments have progressed
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to larger and better confined tokamaks, they have pointed to some important detailed
aspects of current drive that cannot be understood or evaluated by present day modeling.
It is clear that for the 1990's we need to develop kinetic formulations of current drive
that explore the use of different kinds of rf waves to optimally tailor the current driven
electron distribution function for maximum efficiency, and that properly model the effects
of transport on the resonant electrons as well as on the bulk plasma. This will require
coupled momentum space and configuration space kinetic descriptions that are amenable
to numerical integrations and accompanying, approximate analytic studies.
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TABLE I [40]
1-D Theory 2-D Theory 2-D Numerical
V1,v2 Zi 11 T, F, . (j/p), 11 T, F, j (/P)r 11 T, F, (i, U/p)
9
17
26
43
53
2.4
3.0
3.5
5.5
7.5
0.7
2.3
4.8
7.3
9.2
29
53
77
55
34
33 4.5 10 108
Note: F, is in units of 10-4; jT is in units of 10-2
26
4,8
4,12
4,16
4,16
4,16
4,20
1
1
1
4
9
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
0.3
0.9
1.6
1.6
1.6
2.6
11
20
29.
15
8
40
1.9
2.7
3.7
6.6
0.6
1.8
4.4
8.0
10
19
29
47
60
38
27
45
76
58
38
104
8.5 10
4.5 8.5
FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1: Global picture of rf current drive
Fig. 2: Comparison of parallel distribution functions in LHCD calculated from one-d theory
assuming TL = 1 (dashed lines), with that from two-d computations that show T1 > 1
(see also Table I) [40].
Fig. 3: Two-d momentum space distribution function contours from relativistic LHCD code
[60,56]. The quasilinear diffusion acts on electrons between the dashed lines.
Fig. 4 : Ray-tracing and Fokker-Planck calculations of quasilinear diffusion and electron tail
distribution function for JT-60 LHCD parameters at two different plasma radii; (a)
(p/a) = 0.16, and (b) (p/a) = 0.49. For details, see [46,47].
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